Abstract. This paper focuses on a comparative evaluation of a wide-range of text categorization methods, including previously published results on the Reuters corpus and new results of additional experiments. A controlled study using three classifiers, kNN, LLSF and WORD, was conducted to examine the impact of configuration variations in five versions of Reuters on the observed performance of classifiers. Analysis and empirical evidence suggest that the evaluation results on some versions of Reuters were significantly affected by the inclusion of a large portion of unlabelled documents, mading those results difficult to interpret and leading to considerable confusions in the literature. Using the results evaluated on the other versions of Reuters which exclude the unlabelled documents, the performance of twelve methods are compared directly or indirectly. For indirect compararions, kNN, LLSF and WORD were used as baselines, since they were evaluated on all versions of Reuters that exclude the unlabelled documents. As a global observation, kNN, LLSF and a neural network method had the best performance; except for a Naive Bayes approach, the other learning algorithms also performed relatively well.
Introduction
Text categorization (TC) is the problem of assigning predefined categories to free text documents. A growing number of statistical learning methods have been applied to this problem in recent years, including regression models (Fuhr et al. 1991, Yang and Chute 1994) , nearest neighbor classifiers (Creecy et al. 1992 , Yang 1994 , Bayesian probabilistic classifiers (Tzeras and Hartman 1993 , Lewis and Ringuette 1994 , Moulinier 1997 , decision trees (Fuhr et al. 1991 , Lewis and Ringuette 1994 , Moulinier 1997 , inductive rule learning algorithms (Apte et al. 1994 , Cohen and Singer 1996 , Moulinier et al. 1996 , neural networks (Wiener et al. 1995 , Ng et al. 1997 ) and on-line learning approaches (Cohen and Singer 1996, Lewis et al. 1996) . With more and more methods available, cross-method evaluation becomes increasingly important to identify the state-of-the-art in text categorization. However, without a unified methodology in empirical evaluations, objective comparisons of different methods are difficult.
Ideally, all researchers would like to use a common collection and comparable performance measures to evaluate their systems, or would allow their systems to be evaluated under carefully-controlled conditions in a fashion similar to that of the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC). The reality, however, is far from the ideal. Cross-method comparisons have been attempted in the literature, but often only for two or three methods. The small scale of these comparisons could either lead to overly-general statements based on insufficient observations, or provide little insight into a global comparison between a wide range of approaches. An alternative to these small-scale comparisons would be to integrate the available results of categorization methods into a global evaluation, carefully analyzing the test conditions and evaluation measures used and establishing a common basis for cross-collection and cross-experiment integration. This solution would lead to a TREC-like controlled evaluation for text categorization, as well as contribute useful insights to individual studies. This paper is an effort in that direction.
The most serious problem in TC evaluations is the lack of standard data collections. Even if a common collection is chosen, there are still many ways to introduce inconsistent variations. The commonly used Reuters news story corpus, for example, has at least five different versions, depending on how the training/test sets are divided, which subsets of categories or documents were used or not used for evaluation, and so forth. The number of different configurations of this corpus is still growing. It is often unclear whether or not the reported results on the different versions of Reuters are comparable to each other. In this paper we examine the impact of corpus configuration variations on the performance of classifiers, using a carefully-controlled experiments of several categorization systems on five different versions of Reuters. As will be shown in Section 5.2, variations between certain versions of Reuters do have a strong impact, while the variations between other versions do not. The underlying reason for this will be analyzed.
Another important issue in cross-experiment evaluation is the comparability between different performance measures used in individual experiments. Many measures have been used, including recall and precision, accuracy or error, break-even point or F-measure, micro-average and macro-average for binary categorization, 11-point average precision for category ranking, and so forth (see Section 3 for definitions). Each of these measures is designed to evaluate some aspect of the categorization performance of a system; however, none of them convey identical information. Which of these measures are more suitable for text categorization? How can published results of text categorization methods be best compared when they were evaluated using different performance measures? These questions are addressed in this paper by applying a variety of performance measures to several classifiers, including the measures for category ranking evaluation or the measures for binary category assignment. We will show that both types of measures are informative and complementary to each other. We will also show that with carefully chosen performance measures and a baseline classifier, one can reasonably (indirectly) compare the relevant performance among classifiers across experiments based on their relevant performance with respect to the baseline classifier.
This paper is divided into six sections in addition to the introduction. Section 2 describes the classifiers and the Reuters corpus we will use in this paper. Section 3 introduces and analyzes performance measures for category ranking evaluation and binary categorization evaluation. Section 4 describes the novel experiments we conducted with WORD, kNN, and LLSF. Section 5 reports the results of our classifiers and evaluate them together with published results of other classifiers. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 6.
Classifiers evaluated on reuters

Classifiers
We consider the text categorization systems whose results on the various versions of the Reuters corpus have been published in the literature (Hayes and Weinstein 1990 , Lewis and Ringuette 1994 , Apte et al. 1994 , Wiener et al. 1995 , Moulinier et al. 1996 , Cohen and Singer 1996 , Yang and Pedersen 1997 , Ng et al. 1997 .
1 In addition to these results, we present new results of three systems. These systems are briefly described below, grouped roughly according to their theoretical foundations or technical characteristics.
1. CONSTRUE is an expert system developed at the Carnegie Group, and the earliest system evaluated on the Reuters corpus (Hayes and Weinstein 1990) . Impressive results (about 90% in both recall and precision, on average) were reported on a small subset (3%) of this corpus. A major difference between the CONSTRUE approach and the other methods considered in this paper is the use of manually developed domainspecific or application-specific rules in the expert system. Adapting CONSTRUE to other application domains would be costly and labor-intensive. 2. Decision tree (DTree) is a well-known machine learning approach to automatic induction of classification trees based on training data (Quinlan 1986 , Mitchell 1996 . Applied to text categorization, DTree algorithms are used to select informative words based on an information gain criterion, and predict categories of each document according to the occurrence of word combinations in the document. Evaluation result of DTree algorithms on the Reuters text categorization collection were reported by Lewis and Ringuette (using the IND package) (Lewis and Ringuette 1994) and Moulinier (using C4.5) (Moulinier 1997) , respectively. 3. Naive Bayes (NaiveBayes) probabilistic classifiers are also commonly-used in text categorization (Mitchell 1996) . The basic idea is to use the joint probabilities of words and categories to estimate the probabilities of categories given a document. The naive part of such a model is the assumption of word independence. The simplicity of this assumption makes the computation of the NaiveBayes classifier far more efficient than the exponential complexity of non-naive Bayes approaches because it does not use word combinations as predictors. Evaluation results of NaiveBayes on Reuters were reported by Lewis and Ringuette (1994) and Moulinier (1997) , respectively. 4. Inductive rule learning in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) was tested in the WASP-1, RIPPER and CHARADE systems (Apte et al. 1994 , Moulinier et al. 1996 , Cohen and Singer 1996 . DNF rules are of equal power to DTrees in machine learning theory (Mitchell 1996) . Empirical results for the comparison between DNF and DTree approaches, however, are rarely available in text categorization, except in an indirect comparison by Apte et al. (1994) . 5. Neural network (NNet) approaches to text categorization were evaluated on Reuters by Wiener et al. (1995) and Ng et al. (1997) , respectively. For convenience, the former system (developed at Xerox PARC) is referred to as NNet.PARC in this paper; the latter system is named CLASSI. Both systems use a separate neural network per category, learning a non-linear mapping from input words (or more complex features such as singular vectors of a document space) to a category. The PARC group tried both a perceptron approach and three-layered neural networks in addition. The results of the three-layered neural networks, however, are available only on a subset of the Reuters categories which are common in evaluations of other systems. The CLASSI system only uses perceptrons. 6. Rocchio is a classic vector-space-model method for document routing or filtering in information retrieval. Applying it to text categorization, the basic idea is to construct a prototype vector per category using a training set of documents. Given a category, the vectors of documents belonging to this category are given a positive weight, and the vectors of remaining documents are given a negative weight. By summing up these positively and negatively weighted vectors, the prototype vector of this category is obtained. This method is easy to implement and efficient in computation, and has been used as a baseline in several evaluations (Lewis et al. 1996, Cohen and Singer 1996) . A potential weakness of this method is the assumption of one centroid per category, and consequently, Rocchio does not perform well when the documents belonging to a category naturally form separate clusters. 7. LLSF stands for Linear Least Squares Fit, a mapping approach developed by Yang (Yang and Chute 1992) . A multivariate regression model is automatically learned from a training set of documents and their categories. The training data are represented in the form of input/output vector pairs where the input vector is a document in the conventional vector space model (consisting of words with weights), and output vector consists of categories (with binary weights) of the corresponding document. By solving a linear least-squares fit on the training pairs of vectors, one can obtain a matrix of word-category regression coefficients. The matrix defines a mapping from an arbitrary document to a vector of weighted categories. By sorting these category weights, a ranked list of categories is obtained for the input document. 8. Sleeping Experts (EXPERTS) are on-line learning algorithms recently applied to text categorization (Cohen and Singer 1996) . On-line learning aims to reduce the computation complexity of the training phase for large applications. EXPERTS updates the weights of n-gram phrases incrementally. 9. kNN stands for k-nearest neighbor classification. Given an arbitrary input document, the system ranks its nearest neighbors among the training documents, and uses the categories of the k top-ranking neighbors to predict the categories of the input document. The similarity score of each neighbor document to the new document being classified is used as the weight of each of its categories, and the sum of category weights over the k nearest neighbors are used for category ranking. 10. WORD is a simple, non-learning algorithm which ranks categories for a document based on word matching between the document and category names. The purpose of testing such a simple method is to quantitatively measure how much an improvement is obtained by using statistical learning compared to a non-learning approach. The conventional vector space model is used for representing documents and category names (each name is treated as a bag of words), and the SMART system (Salton 1989 ) is used as the search engine.
These classifiers can be divided into two types: independent binary classifiers or m-ary (m > 2) classifiers. Given a document, an independent binary classifier makes a YES/NO decision for each category, independently from its decisions on other categories. Of the classifiers listed above, CONSTRUE, DTree, NaiveBayes, DNF, NNet.PARC, CLASSI, Rocchio, and EXPERTS are independent binary classifiers. An m-ary classifier, on the other hand, typically uses a shared classifier for all categories producing a ranked list of candidate categories for each test document, with a confidence score for each candidate; per-category binary decisions can be obtained (if desired) by thresholding on the ranks or scores of candidate categories. Of the classifiers listed above, kNN, LLSF and WORD are primarily m-ary classifiers.
There are several algorithmic solutions for converting m-ary classification output to percategory binary decisions, which will be described in Section 4. It is also possible, in principle, to use independent binary classifiers to produce category ranking if the binary decisions have confidence scores, and if the confidence scores can be meaningfully compared for category ranking. How to effectively combine the output of binary classifiers, however, is not well-understood at this stage of research.
The Reuters corpus
We use the Reuters collection for our cross-method comparisons because it is the most commonly-used collection for text categorization evaluation in the literature. The Reuters corpus consists of over 20,000 Reuters newswire stories in the period between 1987 and 1991. The original corpus (Reuters-22173) was provided by the Carnegie Group, Inc. (CGI) and used to evaluate their CONSTRUE system in 1990 (Hayes and Weinstein 1990) . Several versions have been derived from this corpus since them by varying the documents in the corpus, the division between the training and test set, and the categories used for evaluation. Table 1 summarizes these versions.
Reuters version 2 (also called Reuters-21450), prepared by Lewis (Lewis and Ringuette 1994) , contains all of the documents in the original corpus (version 1) except the 723 test documents. The documents are split into two chronologically contiguous chunks; the early one is used for training, and the later one for testing. A subset of 113 categories were chosen for evaluation. One peculiarity of Reuters-22450 is the inclusion of a large portion of unlabeled documents in both the training (47%) and test (58%) test sets. It is observed by this author that on randomly test documents, in many cases, the documents do belong to one of those 113 categories but happen to be unlabelled. 2 However, it is not known exactly how many of the unlabeled documents should be labelled with a category.
To facilitate an evaluation of the impact of these unlabeled documents on text categorization evaluation, we created a new corpus from Reuters 2, called Reuters 2.2. Reuters 2.2 is the same as Reuters 2, except that all of the unlabeled documents have been removed.
Reuters version 3 was constructed by Apte et al. for their evaluation of the SWAP-1 by removing all of the unlabeled documents from the training and test sets and restricting the categories to have a training-set frequency of at least two (Apte et al. 1994 ). 3 Reuters version 4 was constructed by the research group at Xerox PARC, and was used for their evaluation of their neural network approaches (Wiener et al. 1995) . This version was drawn from Reuters version 1 by eliminating the unlabeled documents and some rare categories. Instead of taking continuous chunks of documents for training and testing, it slices the collection into many small chunks that do not overlap temporally. These subsets are numbered, and the odd-numbered chunks are used for training and the even subsets are used for testing. 
Evaluation measures
As discussed in Section 2, classifiers can be used for either category ranking or automated category assignments. What type of output is more preferable depends on applications. For user interaction, a category ranking system would be more useful, while for fully automated categorization tasks, either type would be fine. Without assuming a particular application in mind, the ranking performance and binary classification performance would be informative for evaluating classifiers. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of kNN, LLSF and WORD in both types of usage; however, only the binary classification results are used in the comparison with other classifiers because those classifiers do not offer category ranking.
Performance measures for category ranking
Category ranking can be evaluated using measures similar to the conventional measures for evaluating ranking-based document retrieval systems: recall, precision, and 11-point average precision. Given a classifier whose input is a document, and whose output is a ranked list of categories assigned to that document, the recall and precision can be computed at any threshold on this ranked list: recall = categories found and correct total categories correct precision = categories found and correct total categories found where "categories found" means categories above the decision threshold. For the global evaluation of a classifier on a collection of test documents, we adapt the procedure for the conventional interpolated 11-point average precision (Salton and McGill 1983) , as described below:
1. For each document, compute the recall and precision at each position in the ranked list where a correct category is found. 2. For each interval between recall thresholds of 0%, 10%, 20%, . . . , 100%, use the highest precision value in that interval as the "representative" precision value at the left boundary of this interval. 3. For the recall threshold of 100%, the "representative" precision is either the exact precision value if such a data point exists, or the precision value at the closest point in terms of recall. If the interval is empty, use the default precision value of zero. 4. Interpolation: At each of the above recall thresholds, replace the representative precision using the highest score among the representative precision values at this threshold and the higher thresholds. 5. Per-interval Averaging: Average per-document data points over all the test documents, at each of the above recall thresholds respectively. This step results in 11 per-interval average precision scores. 6. Global Averaging: Average of the per-interval average precision scores to obtain a single-numbered performance average ("11-pt AVGP").
Performance measures for binary classifiers
The category assignments of a binary classifier can be evaluated using a two-way contingency table (Table 2) for each category, which has four cells: where -cell a counts the documents correctly assigned to this category; -cell b counts the documents incorrectly assigned to this category; -cell c counts the documents incorrectly rejected from this category; -cell d counts the documents correctly rejected from this category.
Conventional performance measures are defined and computed from these contingency tables. These measures are recall (r ), precision ( p), fallout ( f ), accuracy (Acc) and error (Err): For evaluating performance average across categories, there are two conventional methods, namely macro-averaging and micro-averaging. Macro-averaged performance scores are computed by first computing the scores for the per-category contingency tables and then averaging these per-category scores to compute the global means. Micro-averaged performance scores are computed by first creating a global contingency table whose cell values are the sums of the corresponding cells in the per-category contingency tables, and then use this global contingency table to compute the micro-averaged performance scores. There is an important distinction between macro-averaging and micro-averaging. Micro-average performance scores gives equal weight to every document, and is therefore considered a per-document average (more precisely, an average over all the document/category pairs). Likewise, macro-average performance scores give equal weight to every category, regardless of its frequency, and is therefore a per-category average.
Analysis of BEP and F-measure
Some of the performance measures may be misleading when examined alone. For example, a trivial algorithm that says YES to every category for any document will have a perfect recall of 100%, but an unacceptably low score in precision. Conversely, if a system rejects every document for every category, it will have a perfect score in precision and fall-out, but will sacrifice recall to the extreme. Usually, a classifier exhibits a trade-off between recall and precision when the internal parameters or decision threshold in the classifier are adjusted; to obtain a high recall usually means sacrificing precision and vice-versa. If the recall and precision of a classifier can be tuned to have an equal value, then this value is called the break-even point (BEP) of the system (Lewis and Ringuette 1994) . BEP has been commonly used in text categorization evaluations. If the recall and precision values cannot be made exactly equal, the average of the nearest recall and precision values is used as the interpolated BEP. A problem with the interpolation is that when the nearest recall and precision values are far apart, the BEP may not reflect the true behavior of the system.
The F 1 measure, defined by van Rijsbergen (1979) , is another common choice for a single-numbered performance measure:
It balances recall and precision in a way that gives them equal weight. A more general form of the F-measure is defined as:
where β is the parameter allowing differential weighting of precision ( p) and recall (r ). The F 1 measure is often used as an optimization criterion in threshold tuning for binary decisions. Its score is maximized when the values of recall and precision are equal or close; otherwise, the smaller of recall and precision dominates the value of F 1 . It should be noticed that BEP is just a specific value of the F 1 variable. That is, when r = p (at BEP by definition), F 1 = 2r 2 /2r = r = p. This also means that the BEP score of a system is always equal or less than the optimal value of F 1 of that system. This restricts the kinds of comparisons one would make between a system whose performance is measured via F 1 and one whose performance is measured via the BEP. Specifically, a system whose BEP value is higher than another system's optimal F 1 value is definitely a better performer (when the balanced recall and precision is the main consideration), but the converse is not necessarily true.
Analysis of accuracy and error
Although accuracy and error are common performance measures in the machine learning literature and have been used in some evaluations of text categorizations systems, there is a potential pitfall in using them to train or evaluate a binary classifier. The following example illustrates this pitfall.
The Reuters collection version 3 has 93 categories, with each document having 1.2 categories assigned to it on average. This means that the average probability of a given document belonging to a given category is 1.2/93 = 1.3%. Consequently, a trivial algorithm that rejects every document for every category will have a global (micro or macro, they are equal) average error rate of 1.3% and a global average accuracy of 98.7%. This is not to suggest that a trivial rejector classifier is good, but that accuracy or error may not be a sensible measure of the effectiveness or usefulness of a classifier in text categorization when the number of categories is large and the average number of categories per document is small. This problem is further illustrated by the OHSUMED collection (Hersh et al. 1994) , which is another corpus commonly used in text categorization research. OHSUMED contains 233,445 documents indexed using 14,321 unique categories; there are about 13 categories per document on average. For this collection, the trivial rejector will have a global average error rate of 0.1% and an accuracy of 99.9%. If global average accuracy or error is used as the optimization criterion for training a categorization system, the system will tend to learn to trivially reject all documents for any category, since this will lead to a very high global accuracy or error rate.
Fundamentally, these difficulties in using accuracy and error as performance measures arises from their definitions. Unlike recall and precision, accuracy and error have n, the number of test documents in their divisor. Therefore, a small change in the value of a (true positive) or d (true negative) will produce only a small change in the value of accuracy (likewise a small change in b or c will produce only a small change in the value of error). However, for rare categories the maximum value of a or c is small (neither can be larger than the number of documents that belong to the category in question). Consequently, a or c can range from zero to its maximum value without having much effect on the value of accuracy or error, respectively.
Comparative analysis
Now consider the value of recall, defined as a/(a + c); the potential values of a and c are both small, and furthermore the quantity a + c is always constant and equal to the number of documents that belong to the category in question. Consequently, any change in the value of a will produce a relatively large change in the value of recall. Even the correct or incorrect classification of one document will produce a change of 1/(a + c), compared to the 1/n change in accuracy or error for the proper or erroneous classification of the same document. In other words, recall is a much more sensitive measure of performance for rare categories than accuracy or error.
For rare categories, precision and the F 1 measure will have a sensitivity in between that of accuracy and recall. Both precision and the F 1 measure have the value of b in the denominator, which can be quite large. However, if the classifier is performing well, then the value of b will be small, and precision and the F 1 measure will be sensitive to misclassification of documents; in fact, the larger these measures are, the more sensitive they are to errors in the classification process.
Fallout suffers from the same problem as accuracy and error; the value of b + d in the denominator is a constant and large for rare categories, so fallout will not be as sensitive as recall, precision, and the F 1 measure for rare categories.
Thus, F 1 is a the most suitable choice among those measures discussed above when the expected number of categories per document is small compared to the number of categories recognized by the classifier; it is sensitive to classification errors, zero for a trivial rejection algorithm, and very small for a trivial acceptance algorithm. BEP, similar to F 1 , would also be a good choice if it is the true BEP without interpolation, or if the interpolated BEP is sufficiently close to the actual recall and precision values. Accuracy and error, on the other hand, are the least suitable measures because they are insensitive to performance variances, and can return near-optimal values for the trivial rejector algorithm.
Finally, just because a particular measure may not be as good as another when considered by itself does not mean that measure is completely useless in evaluation. Accuracy and error can be insightful measures if coupled with one of the more sensitive performance scores, such as BEP or F 1 . In general, evaluations should provide a variety of scores when measuring the performance of an algorithm instead of compressing performance into a single score.
Experimental design
We have conducted novel experiments with the kNN, LLSF, and WORD classifiers to explore the cross-method evaluation problem from the following aspects:
-the effect of collection variability on the performance of classifiers; -the effect of thresholding methods in converting category ranking to binary decisions; -the sensitivity of performance measures in reflecting classifiers behavior; and -the scalability of these classifiers in a larger/ harder application, i.e., on the OHSUMED collection.
The kNN and WORD classifiers were applied to the five versions of the Reuters collection mentioned in Section 2. The LLSF method was only evaluated on three of the five versions because its computation is more costly than those in kNN and WORD.
Preprocessing and feature selection
The bench-marking retrieval system, SMART (Salton 1989) , is used as a unified preprocessor for the kNN, LLSF and WORD systems. It is used for removing stop words, stemming, and term weighting, where a term is a word after stemming. A phrasing option is available in SMART but has not been used in these experiments. The term-weighting schemes combine the within-document term frequency (TF) and the Inverted Document Frequency (IDF) in a variety of ways. Several typical term-weighting options were tested, including "ltc", "atc", "ntc", etc. in SMART's notation. The term-weighting which produced the best results ("ltc" in most cases) is used for cross-method comparisons.
Feature selection is the next step after stop words are removed from documents by SMART. Feature selection attempts to remove non-informative words from documents in order to improve categorization effectiveness and reduce computational complexity. The efficiency improvement from feature selection is especially important for LLSF, which would otherwise be computationally intractable (in the training phase) if applied to large collections. Tractability is not a crucial issue for kNN, but the improved performance from noise reduction by feature selection is still desirable.
Five feature selection criteria were tested with kNN and LLSF, including information gain, mutual exclusion, a χ 2 statistic, document frequency and term strength; a thorough evaluation of these feature selection methods was reported elsewhere (Yang and Pederson 1997) . The χ 2 statistic was found most effective, and information gain and document frequency yielded similar results. On the Reuters collection version 3, for example, the χ 2 -based feature selection reduced the training set vocabulary from 24,858 unique words to 2,485. Correspondingly, the category ranking performance of kNN improved from 90% to 93% in 11-point average precision, and the category assignments by kNN improved from 0.81 to 0.85 in the F 1 -measure. The best results of kNN and LLSF (with χ 2 -based feature selection) are reported in Section 5. Aggressive vocabulary reduction was not applied to WORD because it would reduce the chance of matching words between category names and documents.
Thresholding strategies for binary categorization
The kNN, LLSF, and WORD classifiers are primarily ranking systems. To obtain binary assignments of categories to documents, several thresholding strategies were examined, named the Rcut, Pcut and Scut.
Rcut stands for rank-based thresholding. Given a target space of m categories, the ranking system (kNN, LLSF or WORD) produces a ranking list of the m categories for each document. YES/NO decisions are obtained by thresholding on the ranks of candidate categories. The threshold is predetermined empirically, chosen from the integers of 1, 2, . . . , m. Performance scores (recall, precision, F 1 , etc.) vary according to different thresholds. While simple and easily applied to on-line category assignment for a particular document, Rcut suffers from the inability to smoothly adjust the trade-off between recall and precision because of the discrete rank values. That is, given a test set of n documents, there are always n category candidates with the same rank, so they will be be all assigned "YES" or "NO". As a result, the optimization of the trade-off, or the optimal value of F 1 , is difficult to obtain.
Pcut is an abbreviation of proportional assignment, a method which has been used in previous text categorization research Ringuette 1994, Wiener et al. 1995) . Before any binary decision is made, the classifier produces confidence scores for all the n × m document-category decision pairs, where n is the number of test documents and m is the number of training-set categories. Then the decision pairs are sorted by category, resulting in a ranked list of decisions for each category. Binary decision are obtained by assigning "YES" to each of the x × n × P i top-ranking decision pairs in a list, and "NO" to the remaining pairs, where n is the number of documents in the test set, P i is the training-set probability of the ith category (i in 1, . . . , m) , and x is an empirically chosen parameter. By varying the value of x, a smooth trade-off between recall and precision can be obtained in general. Pcut can effectively adjust the system's bias if its assignments are far out of proportion, i.e., too many YES assignments for some categories but too little YES assignments for others. However, the decision thresholds are only based on the training-set probabilities of categories; they are not learned or optimized using the ranking or confidence scores of the system. In addition, Pcut suffers from the inability to perform on-line category assignment to a document; that is, classifiers using Pcut cannot provide on-line assistance to users in computer-aided text categorization.
Scut stands for optimal thresholding on the confidence scores of category candidates. This is done by splitting the original training set into two portions, and using one portion for training and another portion ("the validation test set") for learning the optimal threshold for each category. Given a category, the optimal threshold is the score which optimizes the F 1 value of the system on the validation set of documents. Optimal thresholds can be learned off-line; once the optimal thresholds are learned, they can be used for on-line category assignment.
All three thresholding methods were tested with kNN, LLSF and WORD on Reuters version 3; the results will be presented in Section 5.
Parameter optimization
Parameters empirically determined in LLSF, kNN and WORD include:
• TW, the term weighting scheme which is a choice between atc, ltc, ntc etc.;
• FT, the number of features selected from the vocabulary of the original of training documents; • TR, the maximum length of the ranked list (i.e., any category ranked beyond the value of TR will have a confidence score of zero); • rank, the threshold for making YES/NO decisions in Rcut; • x, the average number of system-assigned YES decisions per document Pcut;
• the k value of kNN, which is the number of the nearest neighbors used for category prediction given a test document; • the p value in LLSF, i.e., the number of singular vectors to use in computing an approximated LLSF regression model.
The last two, k and p, are classifier-specific parameters. Thorough investigations on suitable choices of these parameter values were reported in previous papers where the main observations were that the performance of kNN is relatively stable for a large range of k values (Yang 1994) , and that satisfactory performance of LLSF depends on whether p is sufficiently large (Yang 1995) .
Given the large number of possible combinations of parameter values, exhaustive testing of all the combinations is neither practical nor necessary. We take a greedy-search strategy for parameter tuning. That is, we first subjectively decide the order of parameters to be tuned, and then empirically find the "best" choice for each parameter one at a time, starting with the first parameter in the order and ending with the last. A typical or "promising" value is subjectively chosen as the default for each parameter as the starting point of the process. By varying the value of one parameter and fixing the values of other parameters, we identify the "best" value for that parameter; this value is then used as the fixed value of that parameter in the continued tuning process for other parameters.
Evaluation
Effects of thresholding strategies and other parameters
The performance variation of WORD, kNN and LLSF with respect to the choices of thresholding strategies and other parameter values were tested on Reuters version 3; the results are summarized in Table 3 . The original training set was split into two portions; one portion was used for training and the other portion was used for learning the optimal value of parameters. Most parameters were determined via the experiments with WORD and kNN because these systems run relatively fast. Only the p parameter was tuned using LLSF; other parameters in LLSF were set to the same values as those chosen for kNN. If there are a few best choices which produces almost equally good performance scores, we then present all of these choices. Several observations can be obtained from this table:
• TR (the length of ranked list) has little impact to the performance scores as long as it is larger than 5 in the experiments on WORD. This is not too surprising given that the number of categories per document is about 1.2 on average in the Reuters corpus. We then chose TR = 10 in the remaining experiments for parameter tuning.
• The choices between TW = ltc, atc, ntc were almost equally good in both WORD and kNN. We chose ltc in the remaining experiments.
• FT in 2000-5000 appears to be the range of optimal choices when using the χ 2 feature selection criterion. We chose FT = 4113 (which is 15% of the training-set vocabulary) in the the remaining experiments.
• For the parameter k in kNN, the values of 30, 45 and 65 were tested; the resulting difference in the F 1 scores of kNN are almost negligible.
• For the parameter p in LLSF, the values of 100, 200, 500 and 800 were tested; the performance of LLSF (measured using micro-averaging F 1 ) was approaching its plateau with p ≥ 500. • The effects of thresholding strategies varies in different classifiers. In WORD, using Pcut with the x value between 2.5 and 4.0 yielded much better results than using Rcut. In kNN and LLSF, on the other hand, the performance advantage of using Pcut over Rcut is much less. In all of these classifiers, Scut yielded the best results.
Except for thresholding strategy, most of the other parameters in Table 3 has a range (or a set) of values with which the classifiers had a relatively stabilized optimal performance. Choosing a value in the best range of each parameter, we obtained the evaluation results of WORD, kNN and LLSF in Table 4 . 
Effects of collection variability
The effects of collection variability on classifier performance were evaluated using our results of the WORD, kNN, and LLSF classifiers on the five versionsof Reuters versions shown in Table 5 . Since WORD, kNN and LLSF are primarily ranking classifiers, the conventional 11-point average precision scores are presented. The scores on Reuters Version 3 are slightly higher than those shown in Table 4 because the complete ranking of categories were used (by setting parameter TR = inf) in the experiments of Table 5 . We believe that if two collections are statistically homogeneous, then the performance of a classifier should not vary appreciably between them; on the other hand, if the performance of a classifier changes dramatically when switching from a collection to a supposedly similar one, a careful analysis of the differences between the collections is called for. Since the results of one classifier may be biased, we chose three different classifiers WORD, kNN and LLSF to evaluate the different versions of the Reuters collection. We chose these classifiers because they have fundamentally different classification algorithms, and we could closely control the conditions under which they were run. We did not use any of the published results of other classifiers because we could not carefully control the input data or conditions under which these classifiers were tested.
Looking at this table, one can see that versions 2.2, 3 and 4 appear to be relatively homogeneous, since the performance of the three classifiers varied only slightly between these different versions. These results suggest that the inclusion (as in version 2.2) or exclusion (as in versions 3 or 4) of categories with a 0-1 training-set frequency does not appear to have a significant impact on the performance of a classifier. They also suggest that different time-slicing in the training and test sets (version 3 vs. version 4) has only a minor effect on classifier performance. However, the differences in performance of these classifiers between version 2 and versions 2.2, 3 and 4 are significant. Given that the only difference between versions 2 and 2.2 is the inclusion (version 2) or exclusion (version 2.2) of the unlabeled documents, the cause for the performance variations of the classifiers is clear. An examination on randomly-selected test documents from version 2 shows that the documents appear to be classified correctly by kNN in many cases, but were counted as incorrectly classified in evaluation because the documents were unlabeled. Thus, the unlabeled documents of version 2 appear to cause a problem not with the classifier itself, but with the vadality of the evaluation.
To further analyze the problem, let us assume that all of the unlabeled documents (58%) in Reuters version 2 test set belong to one or more categories. And now consider a perfect classifier and a trivial rejector classifier evaluated on this test set. The perfect classifier will have an assessed error rate of 58%, while the trivial classifier will have an assessed error rate of 42%. Neither score is an accurate reflection of the performance of the corresponding classifiers, and conclusions drawn from these scores will be erroneous. Of course, we do not know how many documents in Reuters version 2 should be labeled with categories and how many are unlabeled because they do not belong to any of the categories in the test or training sets, so this argument is only indicative of the problem. However, the sharp increase in performance of the two fundamentally different classifiers kNN (84% to 93%) and WORD (10% to 21%) going from version 2 to 2.2 strongly suggests that a large portion of the documents in Reuters version 2 should be labelled, but are not.
Reuters version 1 is something of an outlier collection compared to the other versions of the Reuters collection. It only contains 723 documents in the test set, of which 20% are unlabeled; it is not certain, again, whether the unlabeled documents should be labeled or not. Furthermore, the change in performance of WORD and kNN when switching from version 3 to version 1 calls into questions whether this test set is a random sample from the Reuters corpus. The statistical-learning algorithm of kNN declined in performance from .93 to .80 while the simple word-matching algorithm of WORD actually increased from 0.22 to 0.28. Taken in isolation, these performance changes clearly favor word-matching over statistical learning, even though this is well known not to be the case. Although we do not know what criteria were used to select the test documents, these results suggest that evaluations on Reuters version 1 would be difficult to interpret, or at least inconsistent with evaluations on other collections.
Cross-method comparison
This observations in the section above imply the importance of understanding the nature of test collections. Using a flawed collection (i.e., one with a large portion of documents incorrectly assumed to have no category labels) would lead to conclusions about classifier performance that have little to do with the true behavior of a classifier. Likewise, comparisons across collections without analyzing how performance of classifiers can be affected by collection differences would be equally misleading. These are the fundamental considerations in the discussions below regarding cross-method comparison. Table 6 summarizes previously-published results on Reuters versions 1-4, and the results of our new experiments using WORD, kNN, and LLSF. The micro-average BEP scores are used as the performance measure because it has been the most widely reported score for the classifiers evaluated on Reuters. The scores of WORD, kNN and LLSF are the interpolated BEP values when using the optimal parameters described in Section 5.1.
In this table, Reuters versions 2 and 3 have the densest columns. Several claims were made in published evaluations using the results on these collections. Cohen concluded that EXPERTS was the best performer ever on the Reuters version 2 collection (Cohen and Singer 1996) , and Table 6 agrees with this. Interestingly, EXPERTS was relatively insensitive to the removal of unlabeled documents in Reuters version 3, going from 0.75 to 0.76, while every other classifier evaluated on Reuters 2 and Reuters 3 showed a significant improvement (at least 6%) going from Reuters 2 to Reuters 3. Furthermore, while EXPERTS is the highest performing classifier on Reuters 2, it is among the lowest on Reuters 3. This is counter-intuitive because that classifiers' performance scores should improve when the unlabeled documents are removed from the test set; EXPERTS should continue to be the best performer or nearly the best on Reuters 3. Apte et al. (1994) compared the results of SWAP-1 on Reuters version 3 to the results of NaiveBayes and DTree by Lewis on Reuters version 2 (Lewis and Ringuette 1994) , and concluded from its significantly better performance that rule-learning methods were superior to decision trees for text categorization. However, to see the perils of this conclusion, kNN has a performance of 0.69 on version 2, but a performance of 0.85 on version 3. The kNN algorithm's score on version 2 is lower than SWAP-1's, but higher on version 3. Should we conclude that SWAP-1 is better than kNN or the opposite? Even more interestingly, Moulinier recently reported the result of a DTree algorithm as 0.79 in F 1 , which is close to SWAP-1's score in BEP on Reuters 3. However, since BEP is a lower bound on F 1 , SWAP-1 may yet be a better performer than DTree.
In any case, the claim by Apte et al. about the advantage of rule-learning algorithms over non-rule learning algorithms is not convincing. Similarly, the claim by Cohen and Singer (1996) about the advantage of the context-sensitive classifiers (RIPPER and EXPERTS) over linear classifiers is not necessarily supported by the empirical results here. The ruleinduction algorithms (SWAP-1, RIPPER and CHARADE) have similar performance on Reuters 3, which is very close to the result of DTree but not as good as kNN or LLSF on the same collection. Their performance is also below that of NNets based on an indirect comparison using kNN as the baseline on Reuters 3 and 4. While kNN and LLSF do not specify explicit term combinations, they use context implicitly. The classification function of LLSF, for example, is sensitive to weighted linear combinations of words that co-occur in training documents. While this sensitivity does not make LLSF equivalent to a non-linear classifier, it does make LLSF fundamentally different from methods that assume that terms are independent (e.g., NaiveBayes). The ability to acquire context-sensitivity implicitly in the classification functions may be one reason for the high performance of kNN and LLSF.
Global observations
According to the scores on the clean versions of Reuters (versions 3 and 4), kNN, NNet.PARC and LLSF classifiers exhibited the best performance; CLASSI, DTree and the rule-learning approaches (RIPPER, SWAP-1, and CHARADE) also performed reasonably well, with a level not too far behind the best-performing classifiers. NaiveBayes, surprisingly, had the worst performance on version 3, although significantly outperforming WORD, the non-learning method. The Rocchio method also showed a relatively poor performance. This suggests that Rocchio, while commonly used, is rather a weak baseline for comparisons of learning methods; kNN would be a more challenging alternative.
While global observations on the performance of categorization systems is informative, solid conclusions about specific learning algorithms are still difficult because of the lack of complete information about the performance evaluations of reported classifiers. For example, we have the results of kNN, LLSF and WORD with using different thresholding methods (Scut, Pcut and Rcut) for obtaining binary decisions. However, for all the other methods, the only results reported were those with using one thresholding method. RIPPER and EXPERTS had the Scut results only, while NNet.PARC were evaluated with Pcut only. We observed that Scut was better than Pcut for kNN on Reuters, but we do not know if this is generalizable to NNet.PARC. Therefore, we cannot simply conclude that kNN is equally good as NNet.PARC without knowing if Pcut is the best possible thresholding strategy for that method. Another missing piece of information here is that we do not know if the Pcut threshold (the value of parameter x described in Section 4.3) in NNet.PARC was tuned using test data; if it was, the reported performance of this system may (or may not) be higher than it would be if this parameter were tuned using training data solely.
Beyond thresholds for binary decisions, there are other experimental parameters which might contribute to the performance variations of classifiers, such as the choices made in stemming, term selection, term weighting, sampling strategies for training data, etc. It is not clear whether or not those systems would have worse results than the reported ones if parameter were tuned without test data. Without detailed information, we cannot be sure that a one or two percent difference in the scores of break-even point or F-measure is an indication of the theoretical strength or weakness of a learning method. It is also unclear how a significance test should be designed, given that the performance of a method is compressed into a single number, e.g., the break-even point or the optimized F 1 . A variance analysis would be difficult given that the necessary information about performance variation with respect to different parameter settings is not generally published.
Finally, the point of the above analysis is not to show that a global, cross-method and crossexperiment evaluation is impossible or futile. On the contrary, missing detailed information should not prohibit the good use of available information for at least a partial comparison, and certainly for an indication of useful additional experiments. Moreover, by carefully analyzing test conditions in different experiments, as shown in this study, the factors underlying performance variations of classifiers will become much more transparent, leading to better understanding of evaluation problems and improved methodology for the future. Clearly, a carefully conducted comparative study across methods and experiments is useful, at least for observation on significant performance variations due to different choices in approaches, parameter settings, domains and tasks.
Efficiency of WORD, LLSF and kNN
WORD, the non-learning method, is simply a word-matching algorithm utilizing the inverted-file indexing of category names. The category ranking for a document is very fast, proportional to the number of unique words in the document. We observed a total time of 13 CPU seconds for the categorization of the 3309 test documents of Reuters version 3, which yields an on-line response of .004 CPU second per test document on average.
LLSF is an eager learning method, and has a off-line training phase and an on-line testing phase. The training phase has a quadratic time complexity, O(pn ) where p is the number of singular vectors used for computing an approximated LLSF solution (Yang 1995) , and n = max{m, n} is the larger number between n, the number of training documents, and m, the number of unique terms in the training documents. This quadratic complexity is the computational bottleneck for scaling this method to large applications. Once the training is done, the on-line document categorization is very fast. In an experiment on the Reuters version 3 where n = 7789 and p = 800, we observed a training time of 3.3 CPU hours (on a SPARCstation Ultra-2); the on-line response of .004 CPU second per document in the testing phase.
kNN is a lazy learning instance-based method, and does not have a off-line training phase. The main computation is the on-line scoring of training documents given a test document, in order to find the k nearest neighbors. Using the inverted-file indexing of training documents, the time complexity is O(ln/m) (Yang 1994) where l is the number of unique words in the document, n is the number of training documents, and m is the number of unique terms in the training collection. In the experiments of kNN on Reuters version 3, we observed an online response of 0.3 CPU second per test document on average. In the further scaling test of kNN on OHSUMED, we observed 11.5 CPU minutes for the indexing of 183,229 training documents, and an on-line response of 1.0 CPU second per test document on average, with a micro-average F 1 value of .49 (Yang 1997) . This is the only text categorization method which has been examined on the full domain of OHSUMED.
In more general terms, the scaling problem in kNN can be reduced to the scaling problem in on-line document ranking, for which a number of techniques have been studied in the literature, including partial indexing and ranking (Persin 1994, Bell and Moffat 1996) , document clustering (Iwayama and Tokunaga 1995) , dimensionality reduction (Yang and Pedersen 1997) and parallel computing (Creecy et al. 1992 ).
Conclusions
The following conclusions are reached from this study:
1. Comparative evaluation across methods and experiments is important for understanding the state-of-the-art in text categorization. As illustrated in this paper, by carefully analyzing not only empirical evidence but also the test conditions under which classifiers were evaluated, the factors underlying performance variations will become much more transparent and better understood, leading to improved evaluation methodology for the future. 2. Impact of collection variability on classifier performance can be serious. In particular, including a large portion of unlabeled documents in the training or test set, and treating them as negative instances of all categories without knowing the ground truth has caused considerable confusion in text categorization research and has lead to inconsistent observations. The status of the unlabelled documents need to be clarified before results reported on Reuters version 2 can be fully understood. 3. Category ranking evaluation and binary classification evaluation are both informative.
The former reflects the usefulness of classifiers in interactive applications; the latter emphasizes their use in a batch mode. Providing both types of performance results for ranking classifiers makes the effects of thresholding strategies explicitly observable. 4. A global observation of the performance of twelve classifiers on versions 3 and 4 of Reuters suggests that most of the learning methods performed reasonably well; all them significantly outperformed WORD, the non-learning method. At a finer level of distinction, KNN, NNets and LLSF are the top performers, followed by a group of classifiers (CLASSI, SWAP-1, RIPPER, DTree and CHARADE) whose performance scores are very close to each other. NaiveBayes, surprisingly, had the worst performance; Rocchio also had relatively poor performance. 5. Evaluation of the scalability of classifiers in very large category spaces is an important but rarely investigated area. The kNN classifier is the only learning method evaluated on the full set of the OHSUMED categories, demonstrating the tractability of this method in a target space which is several-orders-of-magnitude larger than the category set of Reuters.
